
THE CHARACTERS AND MADNESS IN A

In Madness Combat 1 and Madness Redeemer, he looks like an ordinary Madness character, but this changes
throughout the series, and he eventually gains.

Ax-Crazy : The very first Madness Combat had him killing thirty people over a boombox and admitting to
having a good time doing it. Clearly an arrangement that has so far been working for all parties, it is not until
the surprise arrival of a neighbour named Hachi, returned from war, that things start to go wrong and the
existence of the couple is upset. Chapman, Alison A. The ideas of morality Pinel rested on where from his
own social background and included family and economic values: being a good member of a family and a
productive laborer in society. Jebediah Christoff. Nakajima Mifune , being convinced that Japan will be hit
with a nuclear attack, decides that the only option of survival is to relocate to an area beyond the range of war,
in Brazil. As of Dedmos Adventures, he now has a stone jaw, which would likely make smoking in the future
rather difficult. Exquisitely directed through the hostile and doom impending reeds, Onibaba is an absolute
must see for anyone with a serious interest in film. He gets a personal five-part series called Deimos
Adventure. Iconic Outfit : His Appearance in Consternation pictured above is his most well-known
incarnation. Why did they fail? A Day in the Limelight : Well, more like a few episodes now, but became the
focus of the. Implacable Man : It's really hard to take him down Combat Pragmatist : Be it a piece of metal
from a wall, a giant axe, or even someone else's head , if Hank can hold it, he will beat you to death with it.
Grievous Harm with a Body : Hank has a habit of tossing people or rather, their heads around. The Right Hand
of Doom : After his revival in Aggregation, he gains a large mutated red arm with a claw and later a proper
hand. Tricky Tricky the Clown A deadly clown with a bloodthirsty streak a mile wide. Very few other
characters have all of these traits, which makes him stand out quite a bit. After that he took up the role of the
Sheriff's strongest bodyguard, and earned his keep for a not insignificant amount of time. The Hero : He's the
main character and is referred to as "Our Hero" in the earlier installments, though he does very little to live up
to the title. The Auditor The Auditor, the latest antagonist in the series. This madness, in the end, led Ophelia
to commit suicide as she had nothing to live for without the men in her life who bestowed her sense of identity
upon her. A chilling, dark and harrowing drama, I Live in Fear is a rather unsubtle display of a world in which
the most atrocious dangers were revoked as standard procedure. Hollywood Silencer : Uses a silencer on his
pistol in 7. Made of Iron : Initially Played With. Superpower Lottery : With his halo, Jesus possesses the
ability to levitate and achieve high-speed flight, disintegrate people with Eye Beams , telekinesis powerful
enough to rip people in half and grind them to bloody splatters, project energy shields to repel bullets, and
even Healing Factor powerful enough to shrug off death. Killed Off for Real : After being hit by the Normality
Restoration blast at the end of Inundation, his corpse is seen in the next episode and he hasn't appeared since.
The head researcher of the Nexus project before his conscience caught up with him, he sabotaged the project
and murdered everyone responsible under the pretense of justice. He then proceeds to throw it to incapacitate a
mook in the next room. Clodagh, The Sister Superior Kerr and her group of nuns travel to a Palace built high
in the Himalayan Mountains, in order to set up a school and hospital for the locals. Badass Longcoat : He
picked one up in 6. A particularly strange case is his sniper rifle from Inundation. During these episodes, Hank
, for unknown reasons, seeks to assassinate the Sheriff , who is under the protection of Jesus. He has not
appeared in the series since his death in Madness Avenger. Fingerless Gloves : Sports these in 7 and 9. Badass
Back : Attacking Hank from behind usually just means you'll die faster. Bear in mind he comes from a series
where nobody normally has faces.


